Air Conditioner Repair Guide Checklist

Before calling for repairs for your central air conditioner here are a few things you can
check yourself (this check list could save the cost of an unnecessary service call & more).
INDOOR:

___ Thermostat – set to cool
___ Thermostat – fan ON
___ Thermostat – batteries
___ Breaker ON
___ Filter clean
___ Return air flow
___ Register air flow
___ Frozen pipes or ice
___ Water on floor

OUTDOOR:

___ AC cover removed
___ Unit clear of air restriction
___ Unit clear of debris
___ Frozen pipes or ice
___ Fan running
___ Condenser running
___ Electrical wire OK
___ Insulation on pipe OK

Thermostat
1. THERMOSTAT: Set the thermostat to cool – set temperature to at least 4° LOWER than current temperature
2. THERMOSTAT: turn the fan ON for testing
3. THERMOSTAT BATTERIES: Are the batteries good? Is it flashing LB for low battery? Is the screen
completely blank?
HELP: Not sure where the batteries are located? Give us a call for assistance 613-224-0041

Breaker

Furnace
Switch

4. Check the breaker – turn it completely off then completely back on (if it was tripped it would be halfway between
on and off). If it continues to trip have an AC repair technician run a full diagnostic (call for service 613-224-0041)
5. Has the furnace switch been accidentally turned off (this may be located on the furnace or on the wall near the
furnace or by the staircase) it must be ON for the air conditioning to work.
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6. Check the air filter (if it is dirty it needs to be replaced)
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7. Check return air – hold a tissue in front of your air return – if the tissue gets sucked up against it you know you
know the cold air return is working. (Note there is a cold air return on each floor of your home excluding the
basement). Make sure there is nothing blocking the return air (furniture, boxes, shelves, etc.) in order for your AC to
work properly.

Return Air

Register = Air Vents

8. Check register (air vents) there is usually one in each room and more than one in larger spaces like living
rooms. Place your hand in front of the vent – can you feel any air blowing? Is the blowing air cold? Is there furniture
or stuff blocking this vent? If so clear things away from the vents so the air can circulate properly.
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INDOORS CONTINUED:
9. Is the pipe going to your air conditioner (in your furnace) frozen or icing over?
10. Is there water on the floor and or around your furnace?
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OUTDOORS

1. Has the air conditioning cover been removed?
2. Is the unit clear of any potential air restrictions (weeds, plants, etc.) keep minimum 2 foot clearance
around unit for proper air flow
3. Is the unit clear of debris & dirt build up (vacuum off outside of unit to improve air flow)
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OUTDOORS Continued:
4. Is the unit or the pipe from the unit frozen?
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5. Is the fan running (you can actually see if the fan paddles are spinning in the top of the outdoor unit)
6. Is the condenser running – the condenser makes a humming noise when running (the fan makes a whooshing
noise), it may be difficult to differentiate this sound from the fan for some units.
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7. Is the electrical wiring in good condition (if you see exposed wires or black burn marks around them there is
a problem and you need to get a licensed air conditioning repairman).
8. Is the insulation on the pipe still in good condition? If it has fallen off or the pipe is exposed it will reduce the
units ability to cool your home, lower the units efficiency and increase your cooling bill.
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9. Don’t forget to get the make and model of your unit (and age if you can find it)
EASY TIP: Take a photo of the label with your smart phone, you can email or text this to your
air conditioner repair company so they arrive better prepared to service your specific model.

Tried everything but it still isn’t working?
it’s time to call the experts at Francis 613-224-0041

Existing AC over 10 years old?

You may want to consider getting a Free Quote to replace your existing
old AC unit with a new modern higher efficiency unit.
The newer units can save you money every month in hydro in addition
to improving overall performance making your home more
comfortable on every floor.

Call today for your FREE no obligation AC replacement quote

613-224-0041

COVID-19 SAFETY PROTOCOLS IN EFFECT

We do our part to protect our customers & neighbours.
Phone quotes are available for rough pricing but for an exact quote a site visit is required.
Before we send anyone we will be asking pre-screening questions for everyone's safety.
When our estimator (or technicians) arrive they will be wearing full safety protection gear
and they will have disinfectant spray/wipes, hand sanitizer and more to make sure anything
they touch is cleaned when they are done to protect you and your family.
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